Effective, Industrial-Grade Early Warning Systems for the Home, Office and local community.

Keep your head above the water
WHAT WE DO

With floods reigning in as the most life-threatening of all natural disasters, and the fact that their ferocious waters cost the world over $200 Billion AUS every year, Flood Detection Systems was established to provide people, businesses and government bodies, across the globe, with an effective means to reduce the risks associated with floods.

To provide every home, office and community at risk of natural or man-made floods with a sleek, robust and cost-effective early warning system, designed to help minimise the physical, emotional and psychological impacts of floods.

HOW

Our unique, industrial-grade flood detection systems have been specifically developed to provide long-lasting protection against floods as a dependable early warning system.

The unit houses an industry-leading DSC flood sensor, as standard (other brands available), to allow for seamless integration with existing security systems in Australia, New Zealand and most other countries around the world.

Further to the invaluable insights provided by our versatile flood detection systems, FDS also provides a fast and effective installation, maintenance, repair and battery replacement service to personal, commercial and regional customers.

“Through our team of local professionals and an expansive network of trusted security specialists, we provide the expert services you need to have your flood detection systems up and running in as little as a day.”
PERSONAL SOLUTIONS

A huge factor that most people tend to overlook, is how much the individuals caught in floods lose on a personal level; priceless photo albums, souvenirs, awards, and even long-loved pets are lost to floods. Protect yourself, your family and your belongings with a professional home flood detection system today.

COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS

Having a commercial flood detection system installed in your offices or warehouses is a sure-fire way to ensure the safety of not only your personnel, but your crucial data and business assets too. Lower insurance premiums and reduce your risks of major flood damage with a simple, once-off FDS installation.

REGIONAL / GOVERNMENT SOLUTIONS

Flood Detection Systems can be systematically installed across a wide area, of varying environmental conditions, and connected to either a single monitoring station or multiple networks to effectively relay information from the units to the relevant state or regional authorities.

REDUCE home and office building insurance premiums by having a professional, durable and long-lasting Flood Detection System installed in your property today.
Up to an incredible 7 YEARS battery life, thanks to DSC’s innovative flood detection battery technologies

- Reduces Home and Office Insurance Premiums
- Ensures optimal evacuation time
- Reduces the associated risks of flash floods
- Additional time to salvage or protect cherished items
- Lower your chances of becoming stranded

Brisbane’s floods in 2008 reduced Australia’s GDP by roughly $30 Billion AUD.

Over 2.8 Billion people are affected by floods each year.

5 of the world’s most expensive floods took place after 2002

An estimated 3.7 million people is the single highest death-toll from any natural disaster recorded on Earth – a flood that hit China’s Yangtze River in 1932.

CONTACT

PHONE: 1300 009 838
INTERNATIONAL: +61 2 8213 7444
WEB: WWW.FLOODDETECTIONSYSTEMS.COM.AU